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College, who used to come out with us before the
election of 1929, and he said that he still occasionally
used passages from my speeches in his sermons. I
see plenty of grotesque episodes as I look back at
those seven years of proselytising. I see myself dozing
fitfully in the station waiting-room at Bristol in
order to catch a train home in the small hours, after
a long and fruitless attempt to negotiate peace terms
between our agent and the officers of a branch who
had taken a violent dislike to him. Or a packing-case
breaking beneath me as I harangued a small open-air
meeting at Chipping Sodbury: "that shows," I
observe, as I step out of the debris, "how weighty
my arguments were." Or the meeting at Charfield
from which my wife and I, a baker and a visiting
woman speaker were driven in a hired car on an
icy winter night and after two hours driving,
punctuated by knockings to inquire the way at the
doors of dark, silent cottages guarded by clamouring
dogs, found ourselves outside the now shuttered hall
in which the meeting had been held; the baker, who
had to be at work at three in the morning, sang in a
rich tenor the whole way back; his name was
Paradise and he had been lost. My car, which had
crept the last five miles on one cylinder with frequent
stops, coming to a definite end of its powers at
Faringdon in the small hours and myself borrowing
a bicycle from a sleepy young Faringdonian and
pedalling the fifteen miles to Oxford in the last grey
hour before dawn. Myself, in bed with influenza,
receiving a voluminous missive announcing the
second disruption in the branch, which had already
Pace disrupted by the speaker who screamed—

